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Groot
Rocket's high-flying life of adventure is at stake when he's framed for murder by an imposter, but with the authorities on his
tail and the Avengers away, Rocket has no other option but to turn himself in. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.

Ms. Marvel Vol. 3
Meet the new Guardians! With Star-Lord missing and the entire galaxy gunning for the Guardians of the Galaxy, it's time to
bring in a little help. But as the Guardians get ready for new members Venom and Captain Marvel, unexpected dangers
arise that promise to tear the team to its core! Where in the universe is Star-Lord? What does his disappearance mean for
Earth's safety? And can he survive on the run from a mysterious new adversary without the aid of the Guardians? Plus:
relive Flash Thompson's transformation into Venom and Carol Danvers' debut as Captain Marvel! And the series celebrates
a milestone with two special stories by former Guardians writers Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning! COLLECTING: Free Comic
Book Day 2014 (Guardians Of The Galaxy ) 1, Guardians of the Galaxy 14-17, Amazing Spider-Man 654, Captain Marvel
(2012) 1

Rocket Raccoon & Groot
Collects Moon Knight #1-6. Khonshu -- God of the Moon, God of Vengeance -- saved Marc Spector's life, brought him to
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glory, and made him Moon Knight. But what Khonshu gives, he also takes away. Spector learned this the hard way, spiraling
into madnes

Heroes in Crisis
Collects Rocket Raccoon & Groot #7-10. Rocket and Groot put the fun back in funeral! But any mirth is only hiding a certain
Raccoons grief at the death of his mentor in con-artistry. The next era begins for the Guardians of the Galaxys lovable
double act, with new insight into Rockets mysterious past! But then CIVIL WAR II reaches our heroes! Its been destroying
friendships across the Marvel Universe, but when Captain Marvel enlists her Guardian pals, surely it wont divide these
BFFs. After all, they are Groot, right? Even if R & G choose the same side, can they possibly survive a screwball encounter
with the unbelievable Gwenpool? Theyre all after a bounty in Georgia, and you know what that means: War! Itll be
hilarious, just dont count on it being Civil!

Drax Vol. 1
It's Rocket Raccoon, the deadliest weapons expert in the galaxy! Before he lent his expertise to the war effort during
Annihilation, before he saved the universe as one of the Guardians of the Galaxy, Rocket Raccoon was the Guardian of the
Keystone Quadrant! Experience his original adventures with the Incredible Hulk and his anthropomorphic allies and enemies
on his home planet of Halfworld!

Human Diastrophism
He's used to having a whole galaxy to guard, but now Rocket has found himself stuck in the absolute last place he'd want to
be - the backwards, no-class, pit of a planet called Earth! It's where those dumb furry things that people say he looks like
are from! One thing is clear. The how doesn't matternor does the who or what that gets in his wayhe's gotta get off this
mudball. Now! But that's easier said than done COLLECTING: ROCKET RACCOON (2016) 1-5 GROUNDED

Guardians Team-Up
Rocket Raccoon is the last of his kind: a hero to the weak, a champion of good, a swashbuckling pioneer of valor (and guns).
But his life of adventure may end abruptly when he's framed for murder - and the authorities aren't the only ones on his
tail! (Get it?) There's another "Rocket Raccoon" out there, but the universe just ain't big enough! The lookalike killer is one
step ahead of Rocket; now, it's up to our hero and his pal Groot, to find the truth! Can Rocket make it out alive and clear his
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name? COLLECTING: ROCKET RACCOON 1-6

Rocket Raccon Vol. 1
You know him as the heavily tattooed muscle for everybody's favorite spacefaring super-team, but what does Drax do when
he's not Guarding the Galaxy? Pursue his own bloodthirsty quest to achieve his destiny and slay Thanos, of course!
Determined to find and kill the Titan once and for all, Drax is ready to take on the universe, one heavy hitter at a time!
When Drax the Destroyer and Terrax the Tamer walk into a space cantina, it's no joke. Then there's the Temple of Foom!
Fin Fang Foom, that is. But you know Drax's motto: The bigger they are, the harder they die screaming. It's Drax the
Destroyer, rampaging through the cosmos on a starship named the Space Sucker. You just know, whatever happens, this
one is gonna be epic! Collecting Drax issues #1 to 5.

Night Night, Groot
He's used to having a whole galaxy to guard, but now Rocket has found himself stuck in the absolute last place he'd want to
be - the backwards, no-class, pit of a planet called Earth! It's where those dumb furry things that people say he looks like
are from! One thing is clear. The how doesn't matter nor does the who or what that gets in his way he's gotta get off this
mudball. Now! But that's easier said than done

Rocket Raccoon & Groot
Groot 1-6

Guardians of the Galaxy by Abnett & Lanning
Why has Earth suddenly become the most important planet in the galaxy? That's what the Guardians of the Galaxy are
going to find out! Join Star-Lord, Gamora, Drax, Rocket Raccoon, Groot and Iron Man as they embark upon one of the most
explosive chapters of Marvel Now. The secrets they discover will leave shockwaves for years to come! But while London
while deals with a brutal invasion by the Badoon, the fate of the Guardians may have already been decided millions of miles
away! Collecting: Guardians of the Galaxy 0.1, 1-3; Guardians of the Galaxy: Tomorrow's Avengers 1

Bully Wars Vol. 1
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Collects Tales to Astonish (1959) #13, Incredible Hulk (1968) #271, Rocket Raccoon #1-4, Marvel Preview #7, Annihilators
#1-4 (Rocket Raccoon & Groot stories), Annihilators : Earthfall #1-4 (Rocket Raccoon & Groot stories). After the Guardians
of the Galaxy disbanded, Rocket Raccoon settled into a quiet life with a steady job in a mailroom. But when a killer clown
made of sentient wood attacks him at work, the trigger-fingered and quick-witted hero must journey to Planet X - home of
his old buddy Groot, the giant tree-creature - in search of answers! The cosmic dream team is reunited at last! Then: Mojo,
bloated entertainment mogul of the Mojoverse, battles Rocket Raccoon and Grootonstage! It's a high-stakes campy cosmic
free-for-all! Plus: get caught up on the early adventures of Rocket and Groot!

Rocket Raccoon: Grounded
In the infinite expanse of time and space, is there room for more than one group of Guardians of the Galaxy? You bet there
is! Rocket, Groot and Drax are about to go on an adventure so big it will draw in counterparts from a thousand years away.
Not just the Guardians 3000 you know and love but alsothe Guardians 1000?! But who are these universal protectors from
centuries ago? They're not the only newcomers on the scene, and the other arrivals are gearing up for something that can't
mean anything good! The past is under attack, but is any time safe? Put your faith in the Guardians of three eras! Plus,
bonus tales featuring your favorite Guardians including Drax, Rocket, Groot and the Thing! COLLECTING: GUARDIANS OF
INFINITY #1-6.

Guardians of the Galaxy Groot 1
Marvel's first original prose novel, featuring the stars of Guardians of the Galaxy! These are not the Avengers or the
Fantastic Four - in fact, they're barely even famous - but Rocket Raccoon and the faithful Groot are the baddest heroes in
the cosmos, and they're on the run across the Marvel Universe! During a spaceport brawl, the infamous pair rescues an
android Recorder from a pack of alien Badoons, Everyone in the galaxy, however, including the ruthless Kree Empire and
the stalwart Nova Corps, seems to want that Recorder, who's about as sane as a sandwich with no mustard. Join Rocket and
Groot on a free-for-all across the stars while they try to save all of existence-again!

Rocket Raccoon, Guardian of the Keystone Quadrant
Rocket Raccoon & Groot Vol. 2
There's a new criminal mastermind in the galaxy, and it'sROCKET RACCOON?! How did this happen? SERIOUSLY, HOW DID
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THIS HAPPEN, YOU GUYS??? Groot knows, but he's not talking! Well, he is talking, but all he's saying isoh, you know.
Diabolical danger, madcap mysteries and astonishing adventure abound as SKOTTIE YOUNG and FILIPE ANDRADE return to
tell tall tail tales of Rocket Raccoon, now with the adorable, arboreal Groot along for the ride! If you love adventure,
animals, outer space and just about anything in between, this is the book for you! COLLECTING: ROCKET RACCOON &
GROOT 1-6

Marvel Universe Guardians of the Galaxy
It's a cosmic calamity as Rocket tries to fix his paster bad calls! Next stop: the dreaded WINTER PLANET ! Winter all the
time? Worst. Planet. Ever. The meanest, toughest, wittiest, and furriest guardian of the galaxy just broke out his BIGGEST
GUNS . Rocket Raccoon rockets into our hearts with the series beloved by Marvel fans everywhere! COLLECTING: Rocket
Raccoon 7-11

Rocket and Groot
Be superior! Spinning out of Axis comes a brand-new adventure for Tony Stark! How much would you pay for perfection,
beauty, or immortality? Tony Stark is going to find out. The Axis Effect has changed Iron Man. Now he's going to change the
world. at a terrible cost. Collecting Superior Iron Man #1-5.

Rocket Raccoon Vol. 1: Grounded
It's a cosmic calamity as Rocket tries to fix his paster bad calls! Next stop: the dreaded Winter Planet! Winter all the time?
Worst. Planet. Ever. The meanest, toughest, wittiest, and furriest guardian of the galaxy just broke out his biggest guns.
Rocket Raccoon rockets into our hearts with the series beloved by Marvel fans everywhere! Collecting: Rocket Raccoon
(2014) #7-11.

Guardians of the Galaxy Rocket Raccoon 1
There’s a new kind of crisis threatening the heroes of the DC Universe, ripped from real-world headlines by CIA operative
turned comics writer Tom King: How does a superhero handle PTSD? Welcome to Sanctuary, an ultra-secret hospital for
superheroes who’ve been traumatized by crime-fighting and cosmic combat. But something goes inexplicably wrong when
many patients wind up dead, with two well-known operators as the prime suspects: Harley Quinn and Booster Gold! It’s up
to the DC Trinity of Superman, Wonder Woman and Batman to investigate-but can they get the job done in the face of
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overwhelming opposition? This collected edition features the entire nine-issue miniseries!

1000 Facts about Superheroes Vol. 1
From the fallout of Annihilation and the end of the Guardians of the Galaxy, an all-too-familiar cosmic threat has returned,
this time with Earth as his beachhead. his followers span a thousand worlds, awaiting only the word to begin new wars in his
nameunless Gladiator, Quasar, Ronan, Ikon and Beta Ray Bill - the all-new Annihilators - can silence him first! so why do the
Avengers stand in their way, and what are the true stakes if either side fails? Plus, it's Mojo versus Rocket Raccoon & Goot
onstage for a high-stakes campy cosmicfree-for-all! COLLECTING: Annihilators: Earthfall 1-4

Rocket Raccoon
Based on the hit new series, follow the further adventures of the Guardians of the Galaxy! It's a dangerous galaxy, be glad
these guys are on our side! COLLECTING: Marvel Universe Guardians of the Galaxy #1-4.

All-New Guardians Of The Galaxy Vol. 1
With the fabric of the universe torn, all that stands between us and invading horrors is a team of cosmic misfits. Led by StarLord, the newly-minted Guardians of the Galaxy include a who's who of the mightiest -and most bizarre - protectors the
stars have ever seen! Rocket Raccoon, Drax the Destroyer, Groot, Gamora, Adam Warlock, Mantis, the all-new Quasar,
Cosmo the telepathic space dog and more take on the universe's most dangerous menacesand have fun while doing it!
COLLECTING: GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2008) 1-12

Sleepless #7
Collects Guardians of the Galaxy #1-6. Back-to-back Annihilation wars have weakened the boundaries of our universe. Dark
gods and monsters are seeping through the cracks, reigning horror upon many worlds. In the face of terror, who stands to
defend a desperate universe? Star-Lord and his squad of butt-kickers - the modern day Guardians of the Galaxy!

Guardians of the Galaxy Volume 1
Rocket Raccoon #1-4. Relive the early adventures of the furry [Author]; feisty breakout star of GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY!
Captain of the starship Rack 'n' Ruin [Author]; chief ranger of Halfworld [Author]; Rocket protects the Keystone Quadrant!
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When the Toy War erupts [Author]; Rocket and his first mate Wal Russ must team with Bucky O'Hare!

Nova Volume 1
The Guardians of the Galaxy team-up with Earth's Mightiest Heroes, The Avengers, to save the cosmos from a threat too
great for either team to face alone! Collecting Guardians Team-Up #1-6.

Rocket Raccoon Vol. 2
Nearly a year has passed, and much has changed for Poppy. But now she needs to make an important decision about her
future without Cyrenic.

New Suicide Squad Vol. 1: Pure Insanity
Rocket and Groot's intergalactic road trip is off to a rough start, where they are attacked by space sharks and kidnapped by
Skrulls, but when they think they're in the clear, they meet Eris and her deadly crew. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.

Rocket Raccoon & Groot
"Human Diastrophism" is the only full graphic novel length "Palomar" story ever created by Gilbert. In it, a serial killer stalks
Palomar―but his depredations, hideous as they are, only serve to exacerbate the cracks in the idyllic Central American
town as the modern world begins to intrude. "Diastrophism" concludes with the death (the suicide, in fact) of one of
Palomar's most beloved characters, and a postscript that provides one of the most hauntingly magical moments of the
entire series as a rain of ashes drifts down upon Palomar. Also included are all the post-"Diastrophism" stories, in which
Luba's past (as seen in the epic Poison River) comes back to haunt her, and the seeds are sown for the "Palomar diaspora"
that ends this dense, enthralling book.

Tomorrow's Avengers
Moon Knight Vol. 1
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Love is in the air in Jersey City as Valentine's Day arrives! Kamala Khan may not be allowed to go to the school dancebut
Ms. Marvel is! Well sort of - by crashing it attempting to capture Asgard's most annoying trickster! Yup, it's a special
Valentine's Day story featuring Marvel's favorite charlatan, Loki! The fan favorite, critically-acclaimed, amazing new series
continues as Kamala Khan proves why she's the best (and most adorable) new super hero there is! COLLECTING: Ms. Marvel
12-15, Annual 1

Guardians of the Galaxy Volume 3
It's been a long day for baby Groot and he's ready to be tucked in for bed. Just as his eyes start to close, Rocket Raccoon
bursts onto the scene! Groot can't go to sleep yet, there's a whole galaxy that needs to be defended and they must work
together to save the day! Then maybe, just maybe, Groot will finally get the rest he deserves!

Guardians of Knowhere
Superior Iron Man
Rocket Raccoon (2014) 1-6

Rocket Raccoon Vol. 1
Rocket (that's me) and Groot (that's him) have been shipwrecked on a mysterious planet filled with dry cleaners, nail
salons, ninety-nine cent stores, ninety-eight cent stores, chain restaurants, killer robots bent on customer service, and way
too many raccoon-eating toilets! We are badly injured from a piranha fight and have no ship, no guns, no money, no food,
and no water . . . I AM GROOT! Right, pal, all we have is each other . . .

Rocket Raccoon Vol. 2
Setting the world’s most dangerous super-criminals against the most insidious threats to national security: that’s the idea
behind the elite black-ops unit officially designated as Task Force X. It’s perfect…on paper. But the real world rarely goes
according to plan. Threats evolve. Teammates turn on each other. Blood and betrayals flow like rivers. And that’s why Task
Force X is better known as the Suicide Squad. Vic Sage aims to change the equation. Replacing Amanda Waller as the
puppet-master of Suicide Squad’s motley crew, he’s introducing wild cards like Deathstroke and the Joker’s Daughter to
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whip the existing team-Deadshot, Harley Quinn, and Black Manta-into shape. But the world’s deadliest assassin and the
Clown Princess of Crime have ideas of their own…and no explosive implants to keep them in line. Can this new Suicide
Squad survive-or will it implode before it even begins? Find out in NEW SUICIDE SQUAD: PURE INSANITY, the first actionpacked chapter of an all new Suicide Squad saga by writer Sean Ryan (BATMAN, SUICIDE SQUAD) and an elite squad of
artists! Collects issues #1-8.

Guardians of the Galaxy
The new Human Rocket roars into action! Sam Alexander is a kid bound by the gravity of a small town - and a father whose
ridiculous, drunken fairy tales about a "Nova Corps" were just another heavy burden. But lucky for Sam, gravity soon won't
even matter - and those troubles will be a billion miles away. It's a boy, a helmet and an intergalactic legacy! As Sam trains
with the Guardians of Galaxy's Gamora and Rocket Raccoon, the helmet leads Nova into intergalactic conflict that will affect
the entire Marvel Universe! Mysteries are revealed in this breathtaking new series by the bestselling, award-winning team
of Jeph Loeb and Ed McGuinness (Hulk, Avengers: X-Sanction)! COLLECTING: Nova 1-5, Point One 1 (Nova story), Marvel
Now! Point One 1 (Nova story)

Annihilators
I HATE FAIRYLAND and Deadpool writer SKOTTIE YOUNG and artist AARON CONLEY (Sabertooth Swordsman, Rocket
Raccoon and Groot) bring you book one of their hilarious all-ages series! Rufus has been the biggest bully in Rottenville
since kindergarten, but everything changed on the first day of high school. Suddenly going from bully to bullied, heÕs
forced to make a shaky pact with his favorite geeks, Spencer and his twin sibling besties Edith and Ernie, to survive the
Hunger Games-like contest known as the Bully WarsÑwhere the winner will rule the school! Collects BULLY WARS #1-5

Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 1
After the Guardians of the Galaxy disbanded, Rocket Raccoon settled into a quiet life with a steady job in a mailroom. But
when a killer clown made of sentient wood attacks him at work, the trigger-fingered and quick-witted hero must journey to
Planet X - home of his old buddy Groot, the giant tree-creature - in search of answers! The cosmic dream team is reunited
at last! Then: Mojo, bloated entertainment mogul of the Mojoverse, battles Rocket Raccoon and Grootonstage! It's a highstakes campy cosmic free-for-all! Plus: get caught up on the early adventures of Rocket and Groot! COLLECTING: Tales to
Astonish (1959) 13 (Groot story ), Incredible Hulk (1968) 271, Rocket Raccoon 1-4, Marvel Preview 7 (Sword in the Star
story ), Annihilators 1-4 (Rocket Raccoon & Groot stories ), Annihilators : Earthfall 1-4 (Rocket Raccoon & Groot stories )
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Rocket Raccoon & Groot Vol. 1
Collecting Free Comic Book Day 2017 All-New Guardians of the Galaxy #1, All-New Guardians of the Galaxy (2017) #1-2, 4,
6, 8, 10. A new era of cosmic adventure begins! The Guardians of the Galaxy have taken off into space once more on their
biggest and weirdest misadventures yet! Kicking things off with the boldest heist they've ever pulled, Star-Lord, Rocket and
company blast their way through the galaxy -with the peacekeepers of the Nova Corps hot on their tail! And soon enough,
they find themselves caught in a war between the Collector and the Grandmaster! Will there be any room to explain why
Groot can't grow any bigger, what Gamora is searching for, or why Drax has sworn off violence?! You bet there will - the allnew Guardians of the Galaxy has space for all your Marvel Cosmic needs!
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